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the service station along the shortest possible route?  (Allow for one way  
streets, and give clear directions.)          (4) 

d) Approximately how far, to the nearest tenth of a kilometre, will Mrs Pillay  
need to go?             (2) 

 

SESSION 8:  RATE OF CHANGE 
 
Key Concepts 
 
In this session we will focus on summarising what you need to know about: 

• Ratio revisions 
• Rate 
• Speed, distance and time 
• Other Rate of change 

 
X-planation  
 
1. RATIO - Revision 
 
Ratios are used to describe the relationship between two or more quantities of the same 
type.  
 
2. RATE 
 
A rate is similar to a ratio but it compares two quantities with different units. The second 
quantity is often a measurement of time, so a rate often measures how quickly something 
happens.  
 
3. SPEED, DISTANCE AND TIME 
 
Speed is an example of a rate replaces; it measures how much distance is covered in a 
particular time. This is often represented in a graph. 
 

• If the rate of change stays the same (constant), then the graph will be a straight line. 
• If the rate of change varies (changes), then the graph will be curved. 
• If the rate of change is positive, the graph will be increasing 
• If the rate of change is negative, the graph will be decreasing. 
• A vertical line means that the independent variable stays the same as the 

dependent variable changes. 
• A horizontal line means that the dependent variable stays the same as the 

independent variable changes. 
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Example: 
 
As part of soccer training, Sipho runs 10km in one
10km/h. Look at the two graphs drawn below to compare his walking and running rates.

• Can you see that the slope of the graph shows how far Sipho moves as time 
passes; in other words it shows how fast he is covering 

• The steeper slope represents Sipho’s running and the gentler slope represents his 
walking.  

• When Sipho is walking he uses more time (on the x axis) to cover the same 
distance (on the y axis) than when he is running.

 
The ratio of the two quantities distance and time is called the rate of change and it 
measures the speed. i.e. speed = distance ÷ time 

 
4. OTHER RATES OF CHANGE
 
There are many other rates of change which you will encounter in your lives. Some of 
these examples are: 

• Reading rate – how many words can you read per minute.
• Typing rate – how many words can you type per minute.
• Goal rate – how many goals can you score out of 10 attempts?
• Number of words per page in a text book.
• Cost of a telephone call per minute.
• Tax rate – the amount of tax you pay on the money you earn.

 
 

 

 

As part of soccer training, Sipho runs 10km in one hour. This means he runs at a rate of 
10km/h. Look at the two graphs drawn below to compare his walking and running rates.

 
Can you see that the slope of the graph shows how far Sipho moves as time 
passes; in other words it shows how fast he is covering a distance (his speed)
The steeper slope represents Sipho’s running and the gentler slope represents his 

When Sipho is walking he uses more time (on the x axis) to cover the same 
distance (on the y axis) than when he is running. 

two quantities distance and time is called the rate of change and it 
measures the speed. i.e. speed = distance ÷ time  

OTHER RATES OF CHANGE 

There are many other rates of change which you will encounter in your lives. Some of 

how many words can you read per minute. 
how many words can you type per minute. 

how many goals can you score out of 10 attempts?
Number of words per page in a text book. 
Cost of a telephone call per minute. 

amount of tax you pay on the money you earn.
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hour. This means he runs at a rate of 
10km/h. Look at the two graphs drawn below to compare his walking and running rates. 

Can you see that the slope of the graph shows how far Sipho moves as time 
a distance (his speed) 

The steeper slope represents Sipho’s running and the gentler slope represents his 

When Sipho is walking he uses more time (on the x axis) to cover the same 

two quantities distance and time is called the rate of change and it 

There are many other rates of change which you will encounter in your lives. Some of 

how many goals can you score out of 10 attempts? 

amount of tax you pay on the money you earn. 
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X-ample Questions 

 
Question 1 
 
The graph below shows Ricci’s progress during a sponsored walk. Use the graph to 
answer the following questions: 
 

 
a) What was the total distance of the sponsored walk?    (1) 

b) How many minutes did it take Ricci to do the following? 
i) Reach point A.        (2) 
ii) Cover 10km.         (2) 
iii) Cover 15km.         (2) 

c) Calculate the time (in hours) that Ricci took to complete the race. Round  
 off the answer to ONE decimal place.      (3) 

d) Determine Ricci’s average walking speed in km/min. 

 Use the formula:   Average speed =   
JKLMNOPQ
MKRQ      (3) 

e) Ricci completed the walk in 200 minutes. The winner completed the walk  
 in 80% of Ricci’s time. Calculate the time taken by the winner to complete  
 the walk.          (2) 
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Question 2 
 
The graph below shows Greg and David’s bicycle race of 50km. They were allowed to 
take only one 10 minute break during the entire race. Use 
questions that follow: 

a) How long did it take each boy to cover 30km?

b) Calculate the average speed in km/h for the first 20 minutes for both        boys.
   

c) Who was faster during the first 20 minutes?

d) If the race started at 7:40 am, at what time did Greg take a break?

e) How many minutes did David take to finish the race?

f) Who was faster towards the end of the race?

g) Who won the race? 
 
 

 

 

The graph below shows Greg and David’s bicycle race of 50km. They were allowed to 
take only one 10 minute break during the entire race. Use the graph to answer the 

How long did it take each boy to cover 30km?   

Calculate the average speed in km/h for the first 20 minutes for both        boys.
      

Who was faster during the first 20 minutes?   

e race started at 7:40 am, at what time did Greg take a break?

How many minutes did David take to finish the race?  

Who was faster towards the end of the race?   
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The graph below shows Greg and David’s bicycle race of 50km. They were allowed to 
the graph to answer the 

 
  (2) 

Calculate the average speed in km/h for the first 20 minutes for both        boys. 
 (6) 

  (1) 

e race started at 7:40 am, at what time did Greg take a break?  (2) 

  (1) 

  (1) 

  (1) 
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Question 3 
 
Neo is planning a trip to Botswana. Before the trip she visits a money exchange to buy 
Botswana Pula currency. The following exchange rate board was displayed. 

 
Mister Money provides the following example of how commission fees are calculated on 

currency exchange transactions. 

 
a) Use the exchange rate board above to show that Neo will receive P2 012,30  
 if she exchanges R2 500,00 into Botswana Pula (P) and a commission fee is 

charged on the exchange.        (7) 
 
b) The graph below shows how the commission fee on a currency exchange 

transaction will increase as the amount of currency being exchanged increases. 
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i) Part A is the horizontal portion of the graph. Explain why Part A is a 
 horizontal line.        (2) 

ii) Part B is the part of the graph that slants upwards. Explain why  
Part B is a straight line.       (2) 

iii) What does point C represent?      (1) 

iv) Use any calculation to determine the maximum exchange amount  
on which a commission fee of R45,00 will be charged. Give your answer to 
the nearest R10,00.        (3) 
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Question 4 
 
Nancy decides to take a bath. The graph below shows how the water level in the bath 
changes over time. Study the graph and then use it to answer the questions that follow.

a) How long did it take for Nancy to fill the bath?

b) What do you think is happening between A and B?

c) What do you think is happening between B and C?

d) How long was Nancy in the bath?

e) Did Nancy get out the bath before letting the water out? Explain 
 your answer.  
  
X-ercise 
 
Question 1 
 
The graph below shows the distance travelled by two trains travelling in opposite 
directions. The train drivers for both trains come on duty at 06:30 am and use one minute 
to warm up the diesel engines of their trains. They both leave at 06:31 
each other after 6,8 minutes.

• Train 1 travels from Cambridge to East London
• Train 2 travels from East London to Mdantsane

 

 

 

Nancy decides to take a bath. The graph below shows how the water level in the bath 
changes over time. Study the graph and then use it to answer the questions that follow.

How long did it take for Nancy to fill the bath?   

you think is happening between A and B?  

What do you think is happening between B and C?  

How long was Nancy in the bath?     

Did Nancy get out the bath before letting the water out? Explain 
      

The graph below shows the distance travelled by two trains travelling in opposite 
directions. The train drivers for both trains come on duty at 06:30 am and use one minute 
to warm up the diesel engines of their trains. They both leave at 06:31 
each other after 6,8 minutes. 

Train 1 travels from Cambridge to East London 
Train 2 travels from East London to Mdantsane 
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Nancy decides to take a bath. The graph below shows how the water level in the bath 
changes over time. Study the graph and then use it to answer the questions that follow. 

 
  (2) 

  (2) 

  (2) 

  (2) 

Did Nancy get out the bath before letting the water out? Explain  
  (2) 

The graph below shows the distance travelled by two trains travelling in opposite 
directions. The train drivers for both trains come on duty at 06:30 am and use one minute 
to warm up the diesel engines of their trains. They both leave at 06:31 am. They pass 
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a) What distance does train 1 travel between Cambridge and East London?
b) What distance does train 2 travel between
c) If both trains leave at 06:31 in the morning, at what time will they pass 
 each other? Write the exact time by giving the hour, minutes and seconds.
d) Why do you think train 2 stops at Frere and Dawn?
e) How far does train 2 travel in total?
f) How many minutes does it take for train 2 to travel from East London to 

Dawn?   
g) Calculate the average speed of train 2, in km/h (km.h

answer as a whole number.

Use the following formula: Average speed

   
Question 2 
 
Mrs Khumalo has two children, Mpho and Tumi. They attend two different schools. The 
following information describes Mrs Khumalo’s routine on a particular morning:

• She drives Mpho (7 years) and Tumi (17 years) 
• First she drops Mpho at point A.
• Then she takes Tumi to her school at point B.
• Then she returns home.

 

 

 

What distance does train 1 travel between Cambridge and East London?
What distance does train 2 travel between Dawn and Frere? 
If both trains leave at 06:31 in the morning, at what time will they pass 
each other? Write the exact time by giving the hour, minutes and seconds.
Why do you think train 2 stops at Frere and Dawn?  

travel in total?     
How many minutes does it take for train 2 to travel from East London to 

      
Calculate the average speed of train 2, in km/h (km.h-1). Leave your 
answer as a whole number. 

Use the following formula: Average speed = 
distance

time
   

      

Mrs Khumalo has two children, Mpho and Tumi. They attend two different schools. The 
following information describes Mrs Khumalo’s routine on a particular morning:

She drives Mpho (7 years) and Tumi (17 years) to their respective schools.
First she drops Mpho at point A. 
Then she takes Tumi to her school at point B. 
Then she returns home. 
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What distance does train 1 travel between Cambridge and East London? (1) 
   (2) 

If both trains leave at 06:31 in the morning, at what time will they pass  
each other? Write the exact time by giving the hour, minutes and seconds. (3) 

  (1) 
  (1) 

How many minutes does it take for train 2 to travel from East London to  
  (2) 

). Leave your  

  (3) 

  

Mrs Khumalo has two children, Mpho and Tumi. They attend two different schools. The 
following information describes Mrs Khumalo’s routine on a particular morning: 

to their respective schools. 
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Use the graph below to answer the questions that follow.
 

 
a) How long was Mrs Khumalo away from home?

b) How far is it from the Khumalo home to Mpho’s school at point A?

c) How long did it take Mrs Khumalo to reach Mpho’s school?

d) How far is Tumi’s school at point B from home?

e) How much time did Mrs Khumalo spend at Tumi’s school?

f) Calculate Mrs Khumalo

 to Mpho’s school. 

g) Calculate Mrs Khumalo’s average speed in km/h from Tumi’s school back home.
    

 

 

 

Use the graph below to answer the questions that follow. 

How long was Mrs Khumalo away from home?   

from the Khumalo home to Mpho’s school at point A?

How long did it take Mrs Khumalo to reach Mpho’s school? 

How far is Tumi’s school at point B from home?   

How much time did Mrs Khumalo spend at Tumi’s school? 

Calculate Mrs Khumalo’s average speed in km/h during the trip from home 

      

Calculate Mrs Khumalo’s average speed in km/h from Tumi’s school back home.
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  (1) 

from the Khumalo home to Mpho’s school at point A?  (1) 

  (1) 

  (1) 

  (2) 

’s average speed in km/h during the trip from home  

  (3) 

Calculate Mrs Khumalo’s average speed in km/h from Tumi’s school back home. 
           (3) 


